Images of change
A photographer documents a warming world
by Gary Braasch

A huge “supercell” thunderstorm dumps heavy rain San Pedro River valley, Arizona, USA in 2004.
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Images of change, of scientists at work, of people already on the edge of climate change –
these give needed background to weather news and climatology research. They can provoke
public discussion and political decision-making. Excellent, well-planned and science-driven
photography is an essential tool for climate and weather services worldwide.

Pictures are not science; they can, however, provide direct evidence that global warming is
happening now, all over the world. It is important to document this decisive, overarching event
of the twenty-first century – one with no equal in the previous centuries of human civilization.
This is truly a global change. Fortunately, there is a great deal we can do, and many of us have
already begun.

Use of coal is a prime source of pollution.

the value of images capture people’s interest and graphically show the locations of climate change effects
makes them excellent tools – and models of communication – for meteorologists and weather services.
the national environmental education
association’s earth Gauge programme
(ht tp : / / w w w.ear thgauge.net) is an
example of a free information service
to help weathercasters communicate
links between weather, climate and
environment. through photographic
collaboration, people in Miami, say, better
understand that they are in the same
situation as people in Bangladesh, the
netherlands, alaska and tuvalu who are
already being displaced by sea level rise.
My work as a journalist and environmental
photographer brought me to the subject
11 years ago, when i gained my first
independent funding from a small
environmental foundation for World View
of Global Warming. this science-based
photojournalistic project about climate
change is witness to the science, evidence
in words and pictures of significant change
to people and landscapes, and a chronicle
of solutions being undertaken.

Linking photogrAphers
And forecAsters
Gary Braasch, a conservation photographer and photojournalist, has documented environmental issues from the eruption
of Mount st. helens and the ancient forests of the West coast
of north america to global climate change. his photographic
assignments have appeared in national Geographic, Scientific
American, life and other major magazines. he established
World View of Global Warming, a unique documentation of
climate change and science.
Mr. Braasch is the 2006 recipient of the ansel adams award
for conservation photography by the sierra club and a
founding fellow of the international league of conservation
photography. his book earth Under Fire: How Global Warming
is Changing the World (university of california press) was
updated in paperback and e-book form in 2009. his book for
middle school children and teachers, How We Know What
We Know About Our Changing Climate (Dawn publication
2008) has won 15 major awards for children’s and educational
science writing. Mr. Braasch holds an Ms in Journalism from
northwestern university.

the aim is to educate, inspire and influence
the public, policy makers and young
people about the science of climate change
and its full meaning. the photos report
what scientists are seeing and document
locations they found were already changing under the influence of global warming. i met many people who were
living at risk from impacts of climate change, and images of them became important in the work. the many
technological and community solutions to ever-increasing carbon emissions also became a feature, because
we must be able to visualize the future that is upon us.
there is great scope for scientific agencies to work with photographers across the globe to communicate
science. in this case, the reporting has spanned areas from the arctic to the antarctic, from beneath sea
level to above 5 000 metres (15 000 feet) in the andes, and 25 countries on all continents. the photos have
been displayed in exhibitions in the usa at the american association for the advancement of science in
Washington Dc, at the field Museum in chicago and Minnesota science Museum and at the environmental
protection agency, and featured by the united nations in calendars and postage stamps. perhaps most importantly,
thousands of teachers and professors worldwide have used them, based on two books and the Website
www.worldviewofglobalwarming.org.
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the 2010 Gulf of Mexico oil spill, with burning oil and methane and crude oil streaming from
the leak, is a prime example of risks we take with fossil fuel use.

We Are chAnging the cLimAte

the first challenge is to realize the scientific message:
We are changing the climate, and more rapidly than at any time in recent earth prehistory. this is a powerful truth, considering
climate’s controlling role in creating the habitat of every living thing and its influence over the course of human events.

lake Mead’s water level in October 2010 was the lowest since the dam was built in the 1930s.
located on the Colorado River between nevada and Arizona, USA, the lake is losing water
rapidly as part of a long-term drought in the area.

Kids play on the very ice-free Arctic shore of Barrow, Alaska, USA in 2002. Barrow is one
of the northernmost towns of more than 2 000 residents in the world. the summer limit of
pack ice is melting back to reveal more and more open water along the coasts. the Arctic
ice cover remaining at the end of summer reached a record low in 2007, and the long-sought
northwest Passage was ice-free for the first time. ice scientists said it is very possible that
the Arctic Ocean would have mostly ice-free in summers within a few decades, years earlier
than previous estimates.

.

the eArth is becoming A different pLAnet

right now polar
and mountain landscapes are under fire from warming climate regimes. retreating ice exposes more land; permafrost
thaws; land slides and rises. entire ecosystems are reacting. polar cultures of the north face dislocation and loss of
identity while an open arctic ocean shifts geopolitics. inhabitants of alpine regions will have to adapt tradition, agriculture, infrastructure and recreation. Glacier-fed rivers will change, as will all who live in these watersheds. the earth
is becoming a different planet as it rapidly leaves the ice age.

Polar bear invades climate change study on Cooper island, Alaska, USA. this Arctic native
(ursus maritimus) is at high risk of extinction. Zoologists and climatologists believe that the
projected decreases in polar sea ice due to global warming will slash the number of polar
bears by two thirds by mid-century.

the University of Vienna examines plants on Mt Schrankogel, Austria at
3 000 meters. Alpine plants and meadow growth are found at higher altitudes due to global warming.

connecting climate changes to local places of value can make the science real. climate change affects landscapes that people
treasure and need for support. the list of famed parks and World heritage sites under great pressure from climate change
reads like an ecotourist’s dream itinerary: the everglades and West Bengal’s sundarban mangrove forest; the Great Barrier
reef and florida Keys; Monteverde cloud forest and the Daintree rainforest of northern Queensland; Glacier national park
and Mt. Kilimanjaro; nepal’s sagarmatha national park, the farallon islands, alaska’s arctic national Wildlife refuge, and
the antarctic peninsula, to name just a few.

Athabasca Glacier, Canada, in 1917 and 2005.

Shishmaref, Alaska is eroding into the Bering
Sea due to climate change.

the 400 000 natives of the north are experiencing the thaw in all facets of their lives.
as documented in the arctic climate impact
assessment, even though their ancestors
lived here at least 20 000 years ago and
over time withstood many climate changes,
the current warming is so rapid it strains
human resilience. the very ground and
waters these people live on and hunt over
no longer conform to their ancient knowledge of seasons and weather. inuit leader
sheila Watt-cloutier of nunavut, canada,
testified to the us congress that climate
change “is a matter of livelihood, food,
and individual and cultural survival. it is a
human issue. the arctic is not a wilderness
or a frontier. it is our home and homeland.”

Rainforests such as tortuguero national Park in Costa
Rica are at risk from climate change. the tReeS Project
in Costa Rica has tracked annual growth and survival of
3 000 trees representing nine tree species for 23 years.
it has found a highly significant negative correlation
between canopy tree growth and night-time temperatures,
suggesting that global warming speeds up the rate of
atmospheric CO2 accumulation through negative effects
on tropical tree carbon balance.

Kid s hang out on their
“kaupapa,” the outdoor
sleeping platform favoured
by tuvaluan families, as very
high tides inundate their neighbourhood in February 2005.
this low-lying island nation
1 000 km north of Fiji is threatened by rising sea levels.

Witnesses of chAnge

Bangladeshis on an eroding village south of Dhaka are only a meter away from inundation
by the next storm or flood. A one-meter rise in sea level will displace 20 million people
and flood 10 per cent of Bangladesh.

ice shelves are breaking up and land-based glaciers are receding as the Antarctic Peninsula
experiences rapidly rising temperatures. this ice cave is a remnant of Marr ice Piedmont,
Anvers island, Antarctica.

Many people are at risk from climate change. not only people on islands and coasts, but people who benefit from national
parks and reserves, and managed lands like pastures and forests, which may deteriorate as climate shifts. climate change can
make the pressures of overpopulation and land abuse worse. We need to protect biodiversity and whole ecosystems for their
own sake, but also to ensure continuation of their support services to us, like fresh water, soil creation, food and materials. We
need strong natural systems to help us survive climate change.

the Chicago heatwave of 1995 killed more than 700 people. this foreshadowed the
great european heatwave of 2003, when over 30 000 deaths occurred, the northern
hemisphere heatwave of 2006, and the major heatwave in the Russian Federation in
2010. Scientists project that global warming effects will include more such heatwaves.

in the netherlands, the Dutch are active in creating new energy sources such as these wind
turbines, as well climate change adaptation schemes like floating homes and restored
wetlands to absorb floodwaters.

neW heroes

new controls on greenhouse gas emissions will have to be made across the entire spectrum
of energy production and use. it is nothing short of a transformation for a world that still enjoys abundant energy, but it
will be energy that comes from different sources. the facts of energy and climate tell us that we are going to need some
combination of all kinds of clean energy.
heroes of our new world will emerge based on their leadership and contribution to keeping the earth from getting too
hot. they will ignore the usual definitions about which nation is “developed” and which is “developing” and look only to
reduce greenhouse emissions and to help those who require protection from the growing effects of climate disruption.
they will realize that wealthy, heavily polluting nations are just as much at risk, proportionally, as are impoverished countries with lower emissions and little financial reserve. the new leaders will know that protecting income, profits, and market
share by avoiding action on climate sets them up for even more expensive disasters. they will be willing to clearly state
the problem and challenge to their constituents and audiences, accept the tremendous challenge of this transformation,
and be outspoken about the great improvement in lives and health and safety which climate change solutions will bring
to millions.

Solar photovoltaic cells on a civic center in San Francisco, California, USA. this state, larger
economically than all but eight nations, is a leader among US states to limit emissions and
install wind and solar energy.
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